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Annotation
Focusing on academic libraries and librarians who are extending the
boundaries of e-learning, this collection of essays presents new ways
of using information and communication technologies to create
learning experiences for a variety of user communities. Contributors
describe the process of project development, from determination of
need, to exploration of tools, project design and user assessment.
Written by an Australian educator with broad international
experience, this book explains the role of a global educator and the
concept of global education, examines case studies and provides
resource lists for teachers that wish to become involved in global
education.
“We live in a creative, dynamic knowledge society. How do we teach
young people to work in it and prosper from it? How do we protect
them against its frantic pace and runaway effects? … Knowledge
societies need schools to become creative and caring learning
communities, and this book shows inspiring examples of such schools.”
This tome takes the basic structure of Marzano’s The Art and Science
of Teaching and expands it with suggestions of how to use technology
in the various processes (eg “engaging students”). Some suggestions
are useful, but some are a bit obvious.
Focuses on how school libraries and teacher librarians need to adapt
to the changing digital learning environment.
Focuses on special needs students and gives a good overview of the
needs of students in each category (eg students with communication
disorders.) Some of the technology and links may be dated but there
is sufficient quality information to render this book still a useful
resource.
With CD-ROM. This volume gives practical suggestions for teachers as
to how to use technology in the classroom and beyond to enhance
their teaching. For each scenario it poses traditional solutions,
technology alternatives and potential pitfalls.
“A rich source of information about joining the new ‘education
revolution’. It shows clearly and concisely how schools can integrate
digital technologies …to enliven teaching and improve student
learning.
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“… provides a practical guide to using the web effectively in order to
enhance teaching and learning in schools, … by focussing on the
knowledge and skills needed by teachers and teacher librarians to be
information literate web users and to develop these skills in their
students.”
“… the new frontiers of virtual worlds should not be missed for the fun
they offer and the innovation in pedagogy they can support. This book
explores these possibilities and the growing importance and variety of
virtual worlds available for formal and informal learning and teaching.
“
Contents: RSS / Blogs / Wikis / Podcasting / Social bookmarking /
Repositories / Applications / Classroom projects.
“… explores how to shift to digital, media and global (DMG) projectbased learning and create engaged, energised and globally competent
teachers and students.” Includes case studies.

